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Caution! Please read all of this information before installing. Before you begin it is important that you realize that
Rooftop Solutions cannot be held responsible for improper installation of this unit. It is fully recommended that our
Service Team do this work. You may have to modify this unit. Please have proper cutting tools ready. THERE ARE NO
REFUNDS ON THIS PRODUCT.
The installation of a large (custom) G2 Grease Guard Rooftop Defense System®is much more complicated than its smaller
counterpart. It is vital that take your time and make sure you are following proper instruction. The total time to complete this
project can total to 8 hours or more. If in doubt it is best to contact us for further instruction at 1-800-913-7034. In
addition to this form, you will receive a custom diagram showing you the basic filter and frame layout for your specific Grease
Guard. If this has not been provided to you, please contact us and accept our apologies in advance.

Receiving Your Custom Grease Guard
When you receive your custom Grease Guard, it will most likely arrive in one or more pallets. Make sure to have enough area
at the desired shipping location to take this shipment.
Now that you have all of your boxes, it is important to locate the packing slip/custom diagram and verify all needed parts for
the unit have been sent to you. Extra parts are not sent, so if you are missing anything, the unit cannot be properly installed.
DO NOT DO THIS ON YOUR CLIENT'S ROOFTOP!

Installation
It is important that you are careful with the extrusion pieces while on your client's roof. These extrusions have sharp
enough edges to damage sensitive roof membranes.
Begin by building the frame following your custom diagram. Frame pieces are joined together using Extrusion Frame
Connectors and Quick Connect Corners.
Once you have the frame built, begin installing each layer of the filter system following the custom diagram. Only use proper
cutting tools while on the rooftop. You will be held responsible for any roof damages that occur in this installation process.
Hold Down Pole layouts are not provided in your custom diagram. When you are finished with the filters, lay in the Hold
Down Poles to ensure the filter system is held in place. You may have to use multiple pole connectors to join multiple poles.

Maintenance
This unit will require routine maintenance. If you are not going to be responsible for maintenance, as the installer, it is your
responsibility to make proper arrangements with the client. A containment system that is not maintained is wasted
investment. Grease Guard has a National Self Performing Service Team that is able to perform this work for you. Please
contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Grease Guard thanks you for your purchase. Please call us with any further questions at 1-800-913-7034. Thank you!
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